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We propose a new shell model[1] which describes the 
thermal instability (Rayleigh-Benard convection) [1]. Using 
this model, we examine the characteristics of turbulence 
driven by the instability, extending GOY model in which 
turbulence is driven by the external force[2]. Intermittency 
nature of the model is also investigated. 
The new model retains only one complex mode as a 
representative of all the Fourier modes in the shell of wave 
numbers between octave and only nonlinear couplings to 
the next nearest shell are kept. Basic equations are written 
as 
(1) 
(2) 
where * represents complex conjugate, n = 1,··· ,N is a shell 
number, U II , a fluctuating velocity field, all, a fluctuating 
temperature field, k" = C2"-I, a wave number, C, a 
numerical constant, P" Prandtl number, Ra , Rayleigh 
number, respectively. As a boundary condition, we assume 
U o = UN + 1 = 0 and a 0 = aN + 1 = O. The numerical coefficents 
. b - k b - k"_1 _ k ll _ 2 = k" areglVen ya,,- II' II--~,cll--~,ell 2' 
g - k ll _1 h - k ll + 1 andb -b -c -c -a "--~' Il--Z' 1- N- 1- 2- N-I= 
aN = e l = eN = gl = g2 = h N_1 = hN = O. The standard 
normalization [3] is used to derive Eqs. (1) and (2). 
Figure I shows the profiles of instantaneous Liapunov 
exponents at t = I . Parameters are given by k 1 = C = 10-2, 
P, = 1, Ra = 104, N = 20. It is found that first 13 Lyapunov 
exponents are positive in this system which has N=20 mode 
numbers, therefore 80 Lyapunov exponents, totally. The 
maximum Lyapunov exponent is given by 2290 for these 
parameters. We also investigate the dependence of maximum 
Lyapunov exponent on Rayleigh number. The relation 
A oc R~·7 is obtained in the range of 103 < Ra < 5 x 104 • This 
relation shows a little bit stronger dependence than that 
given by the linear growth rate in the invicid limit, Iv IX R~.5 
, which means the system is dominated by the nonlinear 
instability not linear instability. 
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the scaling exponents 
~P' ~~ in the structure functions on the order P. The strcutre 
func.tions are evaluated by the relations: S p(n) = (I ull IP) . and 
S/n) = (I allI P) where the bracket represents the time average 
of these quantities at the intervals t = 0.2 - 10 . In the inertial 
range, the scaling exponents, ~P' ~~ are defined by 
Sin) IX k~ r.p and S~(n) oc k~ ~~. Circles and triangles 
correspond to SP and ~~, respectively. Squares represents 
the results obtained by GOY model[2]. The dashed line is 
given by K41 theory [ 4], i.e., SP = P 13. It is found that 
scaling exponent of a fluctuating velocity field agrees well 
with GOY result, which is somewhat larger than that of a 
fluctuating temperature field. Intermittency depends weakly 
on Rayleigh number. The research on intermittency nature 
of turbulence is one of important topic, which is not well 
understood at this time. It should be investagated as a futur 
work. 
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Fig.l. The profiles of instantaneous Liapunov exponents. 
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the scaling exponents in the 
structure functions on the order p . 
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